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This unusual book is cast as the diary of 
four-year-old Michaela as she takes her first 
steps as a violinist–musician, and it sets out 
to inspire young learners. It covers Michaela’s 
first two years of lessons, culminating in 
the fictional character performing her first 
concertino movement in public. The stories 
are imaginative and full of magical ideas,  
and the descriptions of lessons are loving  
and child-centred.
 Although the diary is ostensibly Michaela’s, 
the authorial voice is actually that of the 
teacher. A marginal gloss provides clarification 
of some points – mainly for the non-specialist, 
or perhaps supportive parent – and there are 
also asides to fellow teachers. The supporting
musical material suggested (only a minimal 
amount of repertoire is included in the book) 
includes Járdányi, Robert Pracht and old 
favourites Murray & Tate. 
 There are some definite peculiarities
about the learning path Michaela follows. 
Lesson 1, of the 24 that represent an actual 
span of 240, is all exercises – no music at all. 
One of the first pieces is an accompaniment 
to ‘Oh dear, what can the matter be?’ in 2/4. 
Notation appears before a finger chart, theory 
precedes concrete musical experience, and 
vibrato comes in Lesson 22. 
 The book possesses a wonderful energy, 
allied to a certain naivety that hints at a 
world beyond run-of-the-mill experience, 
and definitely outside usual conventions. 
Writing on Michaela’s growth of confidence 
in music is excellent, as is the idea of a public 
performance as just another game among many.
PHILIPPA BUNTING

www.thestrad.com

Michaela’s Music House 
is a beautiful-looking 
publication, full of colour, 
pictures, games, musical 
examples and photos of 
the young musicians who 
so clearly inspire its author.
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Over the past few 

decades, luthiers’ 

bookshelves have 

been groaning under 

the steadily increasing 

weight of tomes 

dedicated to national 

schools of violin making. We can now 

add to our bookshelves a new volume 

(and school): the Australians, whose brief 

but interesting history has been set to 

paper by Alan Coggins.

The nation’s relative youth means that 

the body of Australian violin making work 

is small, so now may be the best time to 

start an enterprise such as a dictionary of 

violin makers. The school’s antecedents 

are English; the mother country supplied 

its founders, many of whom have since 

travelled from their homeland and brought 

back foreign ideas to the melting pot.

As well as being a young country, 

Australia is also small, with a population of 

about 23 million, and its violin making roots 

are very shallow. The book looks at obscure 

originators, slews of amateurs, one giant 

fi gure and an explosion of both interest 

and practitioners in the 20th century. 

The giant fi gure, the Australian ‘Stradivari’, 

is Alfred E. Smith of Sydney, whose life and 

career receive as full a documentation here 

as one is likely to fi nd. Many of the later 

names arise from his workshop.

One might expect dramatically diverse 

styles of making from the Australians, 

and the photos that follow the dictionary 

entries will not disappoint. Other than 

some degree in wood selection, it appears 

that there is not yet a distinctly Australian 

style, which in the current global fi ddle 

trade can be a dangerous thing.

The history of the school at the start of 

the book and the dictionary entries that 

follow are engagingly and entertainingly 

written. Adding to the pleasure is the 

good fortune that Australia’s luthiers 

seem to be a highly literate lot (and some, 

such as Samuel Bridges, could have been 

novelists with the right prodding).

Many readers, especially those living and 

working in East Asia, may well be advised 

to keep a copy close to their benches.

PHILIP KASS
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This is an exemplary 

violin book, a collection 

of defi nitive works by 

the great masters that 

is held together by 

a strong theme: the 

amazing story of 

Gerald Segelman, one of the great 

collectors of recent times. The tale is 

told by Andrew Hooker, late of Sotheby’s, 

who knew the man and understands the 

workings of a collector’s mind.

Hooker’s introductory essays strike 

an easy and familiar tone, belying the 

research and knowledge behind them. 

His instrument descriptions are likewise 

genial, as if he is introducing the reader 

to some fond old friends.

The raison d’être for the whole venture, 

however – the collection, the obsession, 

and this book – is the instruments 

themselves. This selection of 45 of them 

is dazzling. Virtually each one is either 

a masterpiece, or at the very least the 

exemplar by which that maker should be 

judged. The photographs, mostly by the 

excellent Clarissa Bruce, are wonderful, 

although the author explains that 

circumstances did not allow for everything 

to be photographed together, so one or 

two illustrations fall below the otherwise 

very high standard. 

My complaints? Well, I have a few. 

The instruments are presented in the 

order in which Segelman acquired them. 

This has a historical rationale, but is 

otherwise confusing. Families of makers 

cannot be easily compared, nor can 

several instruments by the same maker 

without much fl ipping of pages to and 

fro. I would like to have seen more 

hard data listed for the instruments; 

tape-measure calibrations of only 

body length and widths are given. 

And it would be nice to have multiple 

views of the scrolls.

Of course there are limits to this format, 

as I know all too well, and within those 

limits Hooker has given this astounding 

collection a worthy celebration.

JOHN DILWORTH
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